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Item Description:

Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. (Peregrine) has submitted an application for a type A land use permit. This Application is to renew
Peregrine's current Land Use Permit W2011C0005. The purpose of this Application is for mineral exploration, including the
establishment of a camp, diamond drilling, winter road construction and maintenance, and a fuel storage in the DO-27 Lake
area, NT. The Proponent has also requested an exemption from preliminary screening because the Proponent believes that
the development has not been modified since it was previously permitted.
Reviewers are invited to submit comments and recommendations using the Online Review System (ORS) by the review
comment deadline specified below. If reviewers seek clarification on the submission, they are encouraged to correspond
directly with the proponent prior to submitting comments and recommendations. Reviewers may also wish to consider

providing an overarching recommendation regarding whether they are in support of the submission, to provide context for
comments and recommendations and to assist the Board with its decision.
Please provide comments and recommendations on the:
• Renewal Application;
• Draft Security Estimate (Your comments will be considered to help the Board calculate security for the land-use operation.);
• Engagement Record;
• Engagement Plan, Version 1.0;
• Waste Management Plan, Version 1.0;
• Spill Contingency Plan, Version 1.0;
• Preliminary Screening Exemption Request (please see below for additional information); and
• Draft Land Use Permit (please clearly indicate which condition you are commenting on).
Please note that all standard land use permit conditions in the Draft Land Use Permit (Permit) have been updated based on
the MVLWB’s current Standard Land Use Permit Conditions Template. Non-standard conditions are highlighted in yellow and
the proposed inclusion of standard conditions are highlighted in green. The purpose of this draft Permit is to allow parties to
comment on possible conditions. These draft materials are not intended to limit in any way the scope of parties’ comments.
The Board is not bound by the contents of the draft Permit and will make its decision at the close of the proceeding on the
basis of all the evidence and arguments filed by all parties.
Board staff agrees that this application is exempt from preliminary screening, in accordance with the Preliminary Screening
Exemption List Regulations and Exemption List Regulations or MVRMA. If you have comments or recommendations on the
possible exemption, please include them, along with associated rationale, in your submission. The Board will make a
determination on the preliminary screening exemption on February 27, 2019. The most recent preliminary
screenings are included below.
All documents that have been uploaded to this review are also available on our public Registry. If you have any questions or
comments about the ORS or this review, please contact Board staff identified below.
Contact Information:

Roberta Judas 867-713-2500
Ryan Fequet 867-765-4589

Comment Summary
GNWT - ECE: Naomi Smethurst
ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

1

26(1)(j)
Protection of
Historical,
Archaeologic
al, and Burial
Sites

Comment As the renewal application will be for a reduced footprint
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
which has been subject to a previously completed Archaeological
Impact Assessment, the Culture and Heritage Division (ECE) does not
require further archaeological studies for the LUP application.
However, there are several previously recorded archaeological sites in
close proximity to the development areas.
Recommendation We recommend that the proponent access the
NWT Archaeological Sites Database to obtain the locations of the
archaeological sites (see forms at: https://www.pwnhc.ca/docs/CPPPSC-ASDB-BDSA-2017-03.pdf). These sites should be avoided by a
minimum distance of 150 m.

Board Staff Response

GNWT - ENR: Central Email GNWT
ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

24

General File

Comment (doc) ENR Letter with Comments and Recommendations
Recommendation

1

Topic 1:
Industrial
and Solid,
Liquid or
Sewage
Waste
Disposal

Comment If the Proponents Waste Management Plan or methods of
waste disposal indicate that project waste, or industrial waste, will be
transported to community infrastructure for disposal, the Proponent
should not assume they may deposit industrial wastes, generated
outside of community boundaries, in Northwest Territories
community Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facilities.
Recommendation 1) Should the Proponent intend to deposit waste in
an NWT community Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facility, ENR
requests that the Proponent demonstrate in the Waste Management
Plan, and to the Board, that the receiving communities’ Solid and
Liquid Waste Disposal Facility holds a Water Licence that authorizes
the disposal of any industrial waste streams originating from outside
municipal boundaries. The Proponent should also demonstrate to the
Board that the community has been consulted, and has consented in
writing, regarding the use of its infrastructure for disposal of the

Proponent Response

Feb 13: Acknowledged.
•The waste management plan discusses
the disposal of non-mineral solid waste
into the Yellowknife solid waste
manamgent facility.
•A confirmation letter will be requested
form the City of Yellowknife.
•Recycling of materials done where
possible.

Board Staff Response

waste streams and quantities in question, and the disposal of such
wastes will not contravene the Waters Act or the Environmental
Protection Act and related Regulations and Guidelines.
2

Topic 2:
Incineration
and Open
Burning

Comment The proponent is planning on using a camp incinerator.
Feb 13: Guidelines acknowledged.
Recommendation 1) If open burning will be utilized during project
activities, only those waste streams identified in the Municipal Solid
Wastes Suitable for Open Burning document located on the GNWT
ENR website may be open burned without the use of an approved
incinerator. The document can be found at the following site.
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/solid_wastes_suit
able_open_burning.pdf

3

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) At any time, or in the event that the Proponent
intends to incinerate any waste streams, the Proponent should
provide to the Board Incineration Management Strategies that
demonstrate that the device and procedures selected are suitable to
the waste stream intended for incineration. Otherwise, harmful
releases of toxic compounds, will result. Incineration strategies should
meet the emissions limits established under the Canada-Wide
Standards (CWS) for Dioxins and Furans (CCME 2001), CWS for
Mercury Emissions (CCME 2000) and the NWT Ambient Air Quality
Guidelines. The Incineration Management Strategies should also
include: a) A description of waste streams intended for incineration;
b) Selected incineration technology and rationale for selection (the
minimum requirement to accommodate complex waste streams
should be a dual-chamber, controlled-air incinerator); c) A description
of recycling and waste segregation plans that control waste entering
the incinerator; d) Operator training and qualifications, and the use of
trained and designated operators; e) Procedures for operation and
maintenance, including record-keeping (i.e. completion of burn cycle
and maintenance logs, and recording of the weight of each waste load
charged to the incinerator); f) A reporting requirement to summarize
the tracking and record-keeping component; and, g) Weigh scales to
record the weight of each load charged to the incinerator; h) Details
of emission measurement methods, where applicable.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. The waste
management plan discusses waste
awareness, waste sorting and recycling.
Once materials are sorted appropriately
into their respective categories we do not
anticipate a large volume of martieral for
daily incineration. The permit is for a
seasonal exploration camp and the
incinerator is operated as required, not on
a contiual basis. A ledger of waste
generated and waste disposal will be
maintained. The waste managment plan
will be amended to include incineration
managment strategies.

4

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged. All incinerator ash
Recommendation 3) Residual ash from the incineration of nonwill be collected and brought to certified
segregated waste must be tested prior to disposal to ensure that it
waste handler in Yellowknife.
meets the criteria specified in the NWT Environmental Guideline for
Industrial Waste Discharges. Incineration ash can be contaminated
with toxic compounds and by-products such as dioxins and furans and
should therefore be tested to ensure that it is disposed of in an
appropriate and approved manner.

5

Topic 3:
Hazardous
Waste
Management

Comment All Proponents that generate hazardous wastes must be
Feb 13: Acknowledged. Peregrine
registered as a generator of hazardous waste in the NWT. The
Diamonds Ltd. holds waste generator #
Guideline for the General Management of Hazardous Waste in the
NTG307.
NWT defines hazardous waste and outlines the roles and
responsibilities of generators, carriers, and receivers of hazardous
waste in the NWT. The ENR, Environment Division (ED) registers
generators, carriers, receivers, and tracks the disposal of hazardous
waste generated in the NWT to registered receiving facilities on
hazardous waste movement documents (manifest). The definition of
hazardous waste includes all waste materials that are 'dangerous
goods' according to the Transportation of Dangerous Goods
Regulations, and any additional waste of special concern that the ED
has determined hazardous until proven otherwise, including but not
limited to: a) incinerator waste and/or residuals (including bottom ash
and fly ash); b) any liquid or solid wastes contaminated with refined
petroleum products; c) bilge wastes; d) vehicle or vessel servicing
wastes e) drilling wastes; f) produced fluids (Glycol / Hydrocarbon /
Inorganic Mixtures); g) tailings; and h) any hydrocarbon, lead, mercury
or other forms of contaminated soils. The Guideline for the General
Management of Hazardous Waste in the NWT and the Transportation
of Dangerous Good Regulations may be found at the following sites:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/general_manage
ment.pdf http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/clear-menu-497.htm
Recommendation 1) If the Proponent is using or generating
hazardous waste, they must register as a generator of hazardous
waste in the NWT and track the disposal of hazardous waste from the
site activities to registered receivers on hazardous waste movement
documents provided by ENR. Please contact the Environment Division,
ENR to register or for more information contact Mr. Lee Ross,

Hazardous Materials Management Specialist, Environment Division by
email (Mike_Martin@gov.nt.ca) or by phone (867) 767-9236
extension 53187.
6

Topic 4: Fuel
Storage and
Spill
Contingency
Planning and
Reporting

Comment ENR acknowledges the proponent's Spill Contingency Plan.
In addition, the Proponent should also follow best practices for fuel
storage and spill containment during project activities which may
include the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1) To assist in spill contingency planning,
information is provided in EPA Spill Contingency Planning and
Reporting Regulations found here:
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/files/legislation/environmentalprotection/environmental-protection.r2.pdf If clarification or further
information is needed please contact the Environment Division, ENR
directly to aid in the development of the Plan

Feb 13: Acknowledged. EPA Spill
Contingency Planning and Reporting
Regulations are acknowledged.

7

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged. EPA Spill
Recommendation 2) In accordance with the Spill Contingency
Contingency Planning and Reporting
Planning and Reporting Regulations Section 10, all spills in accordance Regulations are acknowledged.
with Schedule B must be reported immediately to the 24-hour Spill
Report Line (867) 920-8130.

8

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged. All spills, of all
Recommendation 3) With respect to the Environmental Protection
sizes are recorded, cleaned and disposed
Act Section 5 (1b) all spills, regardless of amount, must be cleaned up, of in an appropriate manner.
and contaminated materials disposed of at an approved facility, or in
an approved manner. Additionally, as indicated in Section 5(1c) all
reasonable efforts must be made to notify any parties affected or
potentially affected by the spill.

9

None

Comment None
Recommendation 4) Fuel storage areas should be greater than 100m
distance from the ordinary high water mark of a water body and not
located in a drainage channel.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

10

None

Comment None
Recommendation 5) All fuel or storage vessels containing hazardous
substances left for extended periods of time (including overnight in
vehicles), should be stationed in an area that contains sufficient
secondary containment (i.e. Drip pans, lined bermed areas, double
walled enviro-tanks etc.).

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

11

None

Comment None
Recommendation 6) It is recommended spill kits be provided.
Personnel should be trained to ensure that in the event of a spill it is
contained and remediated appropriately to industry-accepted best
practices and regulatory approval. In case refuelling takes place near
water, in water spill planning should be considered to prevent
inadvertent releases.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. Spill training is part
of the camp induction process.

12

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged. Spill plan will be
Recommendation 7) ENR recommends, for the operator’s
updated to include this.
convenience and increased environmental protection, that all heavy
equipment and refuelling vehicles carry portable spill kits that include
items such as absorbent pads, containment booms, and spill pool
catchment receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked spill kits
can effectively mitigate potential spills.

13

Topic 5:
Wildlife:
NWT Listed
and Prelisted Species
at Risk

Comment Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at Risk (NWT) Act require Feb 13: Acknowledged.
the Minister of Environment and Natural Resources to make a
submission to the body responsible for assessing the potential
impacts of a proposed development, or for considering a Land Use
Permit or Water Licence application, respecting the potential impacts
of the proposed development, Permit or Licence application on a
NWT-listed or pre-listed species or its habitat. NWT-listed species are
those that are on the NWT List of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species
are those that have been assessed by the NWT Species at Risk
Committee (SARC) but have not yet been added to the NWT List of
Species at Risk. The Proponent should be aware that NWT-listed or
pre-listed species at risk and their habitat may also be subject to
protection under existing sections of the NWT Wildlife Act. As a best
practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to consider potential
impacts, mitigation measures and monitoring requirements for
species at risk listed under the federal Species at Risk Act, as well as
those designated as at risk by the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may occur in the
project area, and the prohibitions that may apply to these species
under federal legislation. The project area overlaps with the ranges of
the following NWT-listed and/or pre-listed species: • Boreal Caribou Threatened in the NWT • Barren-ground Caribou - Threatened in the
NWT • Grizzly Bear - Special Concern in NWT • Little Brown Myotis

(bat) - Special Concern in the NWT
Recommendation 1) Although the project overlaps with the range(s)
of the species listed above, ENR is of the opinion that the scope,
nature, areal extent, scale and/or timing of the proposed project are
such that the likelihood of impacts to NWT-listed or pre-listed species
at risk is minimal.
14

Topic 6:
Cumulative
Effects
Tracking

Comment Keeping track of the disturbance footprint of development
activities is an important component of tracking and informing the
management of cumulative effects on wildlife and wildlife habitat.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should submit the bounding
coordinates or geospatial data for the proposed project footprint and
for the completed project footprint to the Land and Water Board for
placement on the public registry. The Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board’s “Standards for Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Submissions” should be followed when submitting spatial data.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. Box coordinates
for the project area were submitted as
spatial files. This box incorporates the DO27 Camp and DO-18 and DO-27
kimberlites. At the conclusion of any
future operations GPS coordinates will be
recorded to highlight the precise project
activity footprint.

15

Topic 7:
Wildlife
Abodes

Comment Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal
to break into, destroy, or damage a den, beaver dam or lodge,
muskrat push-up or hibernaculum unless you have an Aboriginal or
treaty right or a Permit to do so. Protection of dens, beaver lodges,
muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to ensuring
reproductive success and survival of both adults and young.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should conduct pre-activity
surveys within 800m of the project footprint to identify active bear
dens if project activities will occur between September 30 and March
30. Surveys should be conducted in the fall to detect freshly dug dens.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. Peregrine
commenced this project circa 2004. No
bear dens have been noted during the
ensuing 14 years. Bedrock is close to
surface in the project foortprint area.

16

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) If an active bear den is detected, or suspected,
the Proponent should implement and maintain an 800 m exclusion
zone until the bear emerges in spring.

17

None

Comment None
Recommendation 3) If a bear den and exclusion zone would result in
the halt of part or the entire program, the Proponent should contact
ENR to discuss alternative mitigation options. The location of active
bear dens should be kept confidential between the developer and
ENR until after emergence in the spring.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. Will incporate into
camp planning.

18

None

Comment None
Recommendation 4) It is recommended that, if encountered, beaver
lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula are not disturbed or
damaged.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: Peregrine
commenced this project circa 2004. No
beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and
hibernacula have been observed in 14
years of activity. Nontheless personnel will
be instructed to observe for these
features.

19

Topic 8:
Wildlife
Attractants
and Waste
Management

Comment Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act no person
shall store food, waste, or other substances in a manner that may
attract big game or other prescribed wildlife and put people, domestic
animals, or wildlife in danger. Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the
Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big game, furbearers or
other prescribed wildlife. Schedule A - Part 2 of the Wildlife General
Regulations sets out the species prescribed as fur-bearers.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should utilize food and garbage
handling and storage procedures that will minimize the attraction of
wildlife.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: No food is to leave
the kitchen facility unless it accompanies
personnel on shift to a drill site. As part of
the camp induction all personnel will be
instructed in waste sorting. Food scraps
will be incinerated on a daily basis to
prevent accumulation.

20

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) The Proponent should store all food, waste,
washed recyclables and debris that may attract wildlife within sealed
animal proof containers until final disposal.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

21

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation 3) The Proponent should ensure that sealed animal
proof containers are cleaned once emptied to minimize the attraction
of wildlife.

22

None

Comment None
Recommendation 4) The Proponent should ensure that all grey water
(dishwater, showers, laundry, etc.) and black water (sewage) are
treated and disposed of in a manner that will minimize the attraction
of wildlife.

23

None

Comment None
Feb 13: Acknowledged…waste sorting is
Recommendation 5) The Proponent should remove all waste
part of the Waste Management Plan.
petroleum products including used oil filters, rags, scrap metal,
discarded machinery, parts, drums, barrels, or plastics to an approved
waste disposal facility.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. All sewage will be
collected in Pacto bags and incinerated on
a daily basis. Grey water disposal will be
monitored to ensure there is no buildup of
debris or odor.

GNWT - Lands - North Slave Region: Brandon Bradbury
ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

1

Land Use
Application

Comment (doc) The land use application has been reviewed by the
Inspector.
Recommendation Please incorporate the Inspectors comments to the
attached land use application

Feb 13: Comment 1: Mechanized
Equipment. No road construction is
proposed. The route is for low ground
pressure tracked vehicle access only such
as the snow cats and snow mobiles. No
wheeled equipment larger than a single
ATV is anticipated.

2

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment (doc) The draft land use conditions have been reviewed by
the Inspector.
Recommendation Please incorporate the Inspectors comments and
concerns to the attached draft land use conditions.

Feb 13: Comment 2: Fuel Quantities: The
quantities of diesel and aviation fuel have
been increased by 25%. To 40 drums (8200
litres) and 20 drums (4100 litres).

3

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Scope of the Permit part 1 (a) The operation and
maintenance of an existing camp (DO-27)
Recommendation ~Please remove “DO-27” from the scope.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

4

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Scope of the permit Part A 1 (c) Construction, use, and
maintenance of a winter road.
Recommendation ~Please update Part A 1 (c) to Construction, Use,
and maintenance of a winter road and access trails.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

5

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Shutdown Period”
Recommendation ~This condition is a huge hindrance and
unnecessary for the proposed land use operation and therefore, this
condition must be removed.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

6

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Icebridge”
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation ~Condition #19 “Natural Drainage” will mitigate
any potential for concerns therefore, This condition must be removed

7

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Excavation and Embankments
Recommendation ~This condition is not applicable for the proposed
land use operation and must be removed.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

8

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Waste Material Piles”
Recommendation ~This condition is not applicable for the proposed
land use operation and must be removed.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

Board Staff Response

9

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Watercourse Buffer”
Recommendation ~No excavations, earthworks, or quarrying were
proposed in the application and therefore, this condition must be
removed. Previous winter road conditions will mitigate any potential
concerns.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

10

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Remove Waste Material”
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation ~”Remove Garbage” and “Waste Management” will
mitigate any potential concerns and therefore, this condition must be
removed.

11

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “AIA”
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation ~Conditions #52 and #53 will mitigate any potential
concerns for archaeological sites and therefore, this condition must be
removed.

12

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Security Deposit”
Recommendation ~The inspector supports a security deposit being
requested for this permit.

13

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Check for Leaks”
Recommendation ~Other Conditions in “26(1)(m) Fuel Storage” will
mitigate any potential concerns for fuel. Therefore, this condition
must be removed.

14

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Fuel Container Stands”
Recommendation ~Inspectors do not approve stands for fuel and
other conditions under 26 (1)(m) will mitigate any potential concerns
and therefore, this condition must be removed.

15

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Maximum Fuel on Site”
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation ~The applicant must update the maximum fuel
quantities to be on site at any one time. types of fuel must be
removed from this condition and must be changed to “total liters” for
all fuel types. The standard condition must be used as written; “The
Permittee shall have a maximum of_____litres of fuel stored on the
land use site at any time, unless otherwise authorized in writing by
the Board.”

16

Draft Land
Use
Conditions

Comment Condition “Caribou Disturbance”
Feb 13: Acknowledged.
Recommendation ~This condition is unenforceable and the NWT
Wildlife Act mitigates concerns with wildlife. Therefore, this condition

Feb 13: Acknowledged. There is already a
Security Deposit on file with the GNWT.

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

must be removed. Also, ENR may require a Wildlife Monitoring
Program under Section #95 of the Act if deemed necessary
GNWT - Lands - North Slave Region: Cheryl Larocque
ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

PEREGRINE Comment (doc) Formal response attached.
DIAMONDS Recommendation Recommend permit be granted.
LTD W2018C0008
- LUPA

Proponent Response

Board Staff Response

Feb 13: Acknowledged.

Wek' eezhii Renewable Resources Board: Laura Meinert
ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

WRRB
Comment (doc) N/A
Comments
Recommendation N/A
Cover Letter

2

WRRB
Comment Peregrine lists potential wildlife and wildlife habitat impacts
Comments
and mitigations. Peregrine does not list potential impacts from drilling
Cover Letter or the operation and construction of a winter road and ice landing
strip to migratory barren-ground caribou, which are listed as
threatened under the Species at Risk Act (NWT) and have been
assessed as threatened under the Federal Species at Risk Act.
Recommendation The WRRB recommends Peregrine list disturbances
to caribou as a potential impact of the project and include at
minimum that caribou will have the right of way on winter roads and
that drilling will not be commenced and equipment shall not be
moved when caribou are within 500m.

Feb 13: Peregrine does not intend to
construct a winter road, rather a low
ground pressure tracked vehicle trail. The
route is not intended to support wheeeld
vehicles and will consist of packed snow.
Ice airstrip landing my require some snow
clearing to induce freezing. Caribou will be
listed as having the right of way on the
winter access trail. Drilling will not be
commenced when caribou are within
500m. Emergency/Health and Safety
exemptions should be considered with
respect to equipment movement.

3

WRRB
Comment Draft Land Use Permit # W2018C0008 contains the nonComments
standard condition 78 which states “The Permittee shall not
Cover Letter commence any drilling or move any equipment within five hundred
(500) metres of one or more caribou.”
Recommendation The WRRB supports this condition as it provides a
minimum level of protection to caribou near exploration activities.

Feb 13: Ackowledged. See above.

WLWB: Roberta Judas

Proponent Response

Board Staff Response

ID

Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

1

Spill
Contingency
Plan Distribution
List

Comment A section listing various organizations that were copied on
the Plan (i.e., a distribution list) was not included in the Spill
Contingency Plan.
Recommendation Please provide a list of all organizations that were
sent a copy of the Spill Contingency Plan.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: The Spill
Contingency Plan was only sent to the
WLWB.

2

Spill
Contingency
Plan - Roles
and
Responsibiliti
es

Comment The Plan did not include personnel and their roles and
responsibility in the event of a spill, as well as equipment and other
resources available to respond to a spill.
Recommendation Please provide a list which describes the personnel
and their roles and responsibility in the event of a spill, including
equipment and other resources available to respond to a spill.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: The Project
Manager and Camp Manager are listed
under the Spill Response Team Leaders
section of the Spill Contingency Plan.
Specific individuals will be determined at
the time of the field program Additional
details regarding the role of each
individual will be added to the Spill
Contingency Plan.

3

Spill
Contingency
Plan Resource
Inventory

Comment The Plan included the location of each spill kit but did not
list the contents of the kit itself.
Recommendation Please provide a list of the contents that is included
in a spill kit.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: Detailed
description of the Spill kits will be added to
the Spill Contingecny Plan at the time of
the field program. Kits come in a variety of
sizes and models. New kits may be
purchased.

4

Spill
Contingency
Plan Structures

Comment The Plan included the coordinates for the camp and two
drilling locations but did not include the camps building infrastructure,
(i.e., the size of each building, location of buildings, and topography)
Recommendation Confirm the total number of structures on site, and
provide total square metres of fixed structures.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: An illustration of
the camp, description of builldings and
approximate area of buildlings will be
added to the Spill Contingency Plan

5

Spill
Contingency
Plan Hazardous
Materials
stored

Comment The Plan did not include a list of type and amount of
hazardous materials normally stored on-site, the storage capacity and
the type and number of storage containers. The storage locations for
each of these materials should appear on the map of the site.
Recommendation Please provide a list of hazardous materials that
will be stored on-site, the storage capacity, and the type and number
of storage containers.

Feb 13: Acknowedged: The camp
illustration will include a location for the
storage of hazardous materials. PRecise
quantities of each material depend upon
the lenght and nature of the program.
Additional materials will include likely
maximum amounts of each material. The
hazardous substances in most abundance
are fuels. Additional materials may include
motor oil, hydraulic oil and drill rod grease.

Board Staff Response

6

Spill
Comment The Plan should be in accordance with INAC's Spill
Feb 13: Acknowledged: Maps will be
Contingency Contingency Planning Guidelines and should include maps showing
included with the Spill Contingency Plan to
illustrate the pertinent locations
Plan - Maps the following: • buildings, roads, culverts, airstrips and other
infrastructure • all surface water bodies and direction of water flow
including catchment basins • storage locations of each hazardous
material • probable spill locations and direction of flow on land and in
water • locations of all response equipment • environmentally
sensitive areas • any approved disposal sites • topography (e.g., slope
of land) • any other important on or off-site features.
Recommendation Please provide map(s) to include the items listed in
the comment above (i.e., buildings, roads, culverts, airstrips and other
infrastructure, all surface water bodies and direction of water flow
including catchment basins, storage locations of each hazardous
material, etc…).

7

Spill
Contingency
Plan Response
Organization

Comment The Plan should include a flowchart in accordance with
INAC's Spill Contingency Planning Guidelines, to include details of
each step that will be provided in the procedures for initial actions.
Recommendation Please describe communication lines and the
response duties of each member of the response team.
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Spill
Contingency
Plan - Action
Plan

Comment Table 4 - Risk Assessment & Preventative Measures on page Feb 13: Acknowledged: This table will be
7 of the Plan should be in accordance with INAC's Guidelines for Spill revised to follow the format provided on
Contingency Planning and should include: material (i.e., Diesel Fuel,
page 19 of the INAC guidelines.
Jet B Fuel.) and sources (i.e., drill rig, all stoves, twin otter...), and the
discharge volume and worst case (i.e., amount of fuel likely to spill),
and a description of the direction of potential discharge.
Recommendation Please provide a list of the material, source,
discharge volume, and direction of potential discharge.
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Spill
Contingency
Plan Immediately
Reportable
Spill
Quantities
table

Comment Peregrine did not include a table in the Spill Contingency
Plan regarding Immediately Reportable Spill Quantities.
Recommendation Please provide a list of all Immediately Reportable
Spill Quantities.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: This is similar to
item #2 above and the Spill Contingency
Plan will be revised to add futher details.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: This will be added
to the Spill Contingency Plan.
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Waste
Management
Plan Disposal
Method

Comment Peregrine has indicated in the Waste Management Plan
that non mineral waste consisting of waste steel, broken drill steel,
and treated wood will be returned to camp and eventually taken to a
solid waste management facility in Yellowknife.
Recommendation Provide written confirmation that the Yellowknife
Waste Facility is acceptable to receiving the waste that will be
generated during the life of the project.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: this
recommendation is similar to Topic 1 in
the GNWT - ENR: Central Email GNWT
section of the comments. A letter will be
requested from the City of Yellowknife.
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Waste
Management
Plan Incineration

Comment Peregrine has indicated that waste will be incinerated at
the site, the Plan doesn't include a description of the incinerator (i.e.,
size and capacity, location within the camp).
Recommendation Provide details regarding what type of incinerator
is to be on site (e.g., size of incinerator, capacity of the incinerator,
and the general location the incinerator will be placed within the
camp).

Feb 13: Acknowledged: Incinerator to be
on site is an Incinerate Model A400.
Details will be attached to the Waste
Management Plan
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Waste
Management
Plan Storage of
Waste

Comment Peregrine has indicated in the Plan that all domestic waste
will be sorted at site then collected in garbage bags and returned to
the DO-27 Camp where it will be recycled or incinerated in the camp
incinerator. There is no mention in the Plan in regards to the storage
of waste in the camp to minimize attracting wildlife to the area.
Recommendation Describe how Peregrine will handle waste in the
camp to minimize attracting wildlife.

Feb 13: Acknowledged. This is similar to
topic 8 in the GNWT - ENR: Central Email
GNWT section of the comments. The
Waste Management Plan will be amended
to include a discussion of the handline
procedures.
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Engagement
Plan - How
Engagement
will occur

Comment Bottom of page 2 "How will you engage?" does not include
a detailed description on how Peregrine will initiate these
engagement best practices as suggested in Appendix B - Types of
Engagement Approaches and Possible Approaches Based on Type of
Board Authorization in accordance with MVLWB's Engagement
Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use
Permits.
Recommendation Please provide a detailed description of each stage
on how/when Peregrine will be conducting engagement throughout
the life of the Project.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: The engagement
plan will be amended to provide additional
information. With respect to the “How will
you engage” section.
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Engagement
Plan Triggers
Table

Comment A triggers table as shown in Appendix F - Engagement Plan
Template on page 26 of the MVLWB's Engagement Guidelines for
Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use Permits
should be included as an Appendix to the Engagement Plan.

Feb 13: Acknowledged: The information
detailed in Appendix F of the guidelines is
in table form. In the Engagement
Document these questions have been
answered in written form. The Engagment

Recommendation Please provide a description of the triggers
described in Appendix F of the Engagement Guidelines.

Plan will be revised to include a table
similar to Appendix “F” in the guidelines.
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General

Comment Peregrine holds an active Land Use Permit MV2018C0010
with the MVLWB for drilling activities in the same project area as that
being applied for to the WLWB. It is unclear why Peregrine has applied
for a separate Land Use Permit (W2018C0008) with the WLWB for
similar activities in the same project area. Board staff note that many
of the mineral leases indicated in the Land Use Permit application are
also within the Akaitcho Territory.
Recommendation (1) Please provide an explanation as to why a
separate Land Use Permit application has been submitted to the
WLWB for what appears to be similar project activities in the same
project area as applied for under MV2018C0010. (2) What is the
rationale for not applying for one Permit to authorize the camp, fuel
storage, winter spur road, drilling, use of equipment etc.).

Feb 13:
Peregrine has been conducting exploration
in and around the DO-27 kimberlite for 15
years, since 2004. The following permits
have been issued concerning this specific
project area: MV2004C0001 (exp. 2009),
MV2004C002 (exp. 2010), MV2004C0044
(exp. 2011), MV2004C0045 (exp. 2011),
W2011C0005 (exp.2019), MV2011C0005
(exp. 2018). I am uncertain why in the
distant historic past thse permits were
split as it preceeds any current corporate
memory. I do understand that circa 2011
one of the permits was given over to the
jurisdication of the WLWB from the
MVLWB. This permit application is for a
renewal to the preceeding permit
W2011C0005. This permit application
follows the existing 15 year structure.
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Water
Volume

Comment It is unclear how much water is to be used each year for the
entire project.
Recommendation Please indicate the maximum volume of water that
will be used each year for: (1) the W2018C0008 application (2) the
entire project area (activities on all 12 mineral leases) including the
water to be used for activities under MV2018C0010, as well as
W2018C0008.

Feb 13: This is a difficult question to
answer as the amount of water to be
utilized is entirely dependent upon drill
results and the number of days in the field.
Furthermore activities requested under
this permit renewal are done on a
seasonal not year round basis. The best
response is that if both core drill and the
camp are operational the drill & domestic
water consumption would be
approximately 73 m3 per 24 hours. A
maximum of 2 core drills will operate on
the aggregate lease block at any one time.

17

Water
Sources

Comment It is unclear if Peregrine is only using water from the two
Feb 13: There are only two water sources
sources indicated in Table 3 of the Land Use Permit application. These to be utilized for the W2018C0008 permit.

two listed sources are "Unnamed Lake (15.8ha) North Water Source"
and "DO-27 Lake (21ha) South Water Source."
Recommendation Please clarify if the two sources are the only two
sources to be used for this land use operation. For additional clarity,
please also provide a list of all water sources to be used for the entire
project area (operations on all 12 mineral leases). This includes the
water sources to be used for all activities, including drilling, under
MV2018C0010, as well as W2018C0008.

The MV2018C0010 permit is for
exploratory drilling of targets generated
from the evaluation/re-evaluation of
geological data. The location and quantity
of targets is as yet unknown. Drill targets
will be beyond the box coordinates for
W2018C0008. Local water sources on the
larger surrounding lease block will be
utilized for exploration target drilling.
Approximately 23% of the lease block is
water.

aggregate lease block at any one
time.
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Water
Sources

Comment It is unclear if Peregrine is only using water from the two
sources indicated in Table 3 of the Land Use Permit application. These
two listed sources are "Unnamed Lake (15.8ha) North Water Source"
and "DO-27 Lake (21ha) South Water Source."
Recommendation Please clarify if the two sources are the only two
sources to be used for this land use operation. For additional clarity,
please also provide a list of all water sources to be used for the entire
project area (operations on all 12 mineral leases). This includes the
water sources to be used for all activities, including drilling, under
MV2018C0010, as well as W2018C0008.

Feb 13: There are only two water
sources to be utilized for the
W2018C0008 permit. The
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generated from the
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geological data. The location and
quantity of targets is as yet
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exploration target drilling.
Approximately 23% of the lease
block is water.
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February 6, 2019
Joseph Mackenzie
Chair
Wekeezhii Land and Water Board
#1-4905 48th Street
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 3S3
Re:

Peregrine Diamonds Ltd.
Land Use Permit Renewal Application – W2018C0008
Mineral Exploration and Associated Activities
Request for Comment

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the
Northwest Territories has reviewed the application at reference based on its
mandated responsibilities under the Environmental Protection Act, the Forest
Management Act, the Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters
Act and the Wildlife Act and provides the following comments and recommendations
for the consideration of the Board and the Proponent.

Topic 1: Industrial and Solid, Liquid or Sewage Waste Disposal
Comment(s):

If the Proponents Waste Management Plan or methods of waste disposal indicate
that project waste, or industrial waste, will be transported to community
infrastructure for disposal, the Proponent should not assume they may deposit
industrial wastes, generated outside of community boundaries, in Northwest
Territories community Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facilities.
Recommendation(s):

1) Should the Proponent intend to deposit waste in an NWT community Solid and

Liquid Waste Disposal Facility, ENR requests that the Proponent demonstrate in
the Waste Management Plan, and to the Board, that the receiving communities’
Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facility holds a Water Licence that authorizes
the disposal of any industrial waste streams originating from outside municipal
boundaries. The Proponent should also demonstrate to the Board that the
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community has been consulted, and has consented in writing, regarding the use
of its infrastructure for disposal of the waste streams and quantities in question,
and the disposal of such wastes will not contravene the Waters Act or the
Environmental Protection Act and related Regulations and Guidelines.

Topic 2: Incineration and Open Burning
Comment(s):

The proponent is planning on using a camp incinerator.
Recommendation(s):

1) If open burning will be utilized during project activities, only those waste

streams identified in the Municipal Solid Wastes Suitable for Open Burning
document located on the GNWT ENR website may be open burned without the
use of an approved incinerator. The document can be found at the following site.
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/solid_wastes_suitable_ope
n_burning.pdf

2) At any time, or in the event that the Proponent intends to incinerate any waste

streams, the Proponent should provide to the Board Incineration Management
Strategies that demonstrate that the device and procedures selected are suitable
to the waste stream intended for incineration. Otherwise, harmful releases of
toxic compounds, will result. Incineration strategies should meet the emissions
limits established under the Canada-Wide Standards (CWS) for Dioxins and
Furans (CCME 2001), CWS for Mercury Emissions (CCME 2000) and the NWT
Ambient Air Quality Guidelines. The Incineration Management Strategies should
also include:
a) A description of waste streams intended for incineration;
b) Selected incineration technology and rationale for selection (the minimum
requirement to accommodate complex waste streams should be a dualchamber, controlled-air incinerator);
c) A description of recycling and waste segregation plans that control waste
entering the incinerator;
d) Operator training and qualifications, and the use of trained and designated
operators;
e) Procedures for operation and maintenance, including record-keeping (i.e.
completion of burn cycle and maintenance logs, and recording of the
weight of each waste load charged to the incinerator);
f) A reporting requirement to summarize the tracking and record-keeping
component; and,
g) Weigh scales to record the weight of each load charged to the incinerator;
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h) Details of emission measurement methods, where applicable.

3) Residual ash from the incineration of non-segregated waste must be tested prior

to disposal to ensure that it meets the criteria specified in the NWT
Environmental Guideline for Industrial Waste Discharges. Incineration ash can be
contaminated with toxic compounds and by-products such as dioxins and furans
and should therefore be tested to ensure that it is disposed of in an appropriate
and approved manner.

Topic 3: Hazardous Waste Management
Comment(s):

All Proponents that generate hazardous wastes must be registered as a generator of
hazardous waste in the NWT.

The Guideline for the General Management of Hazardous Waste in the NWT defines
hazardous waste and outlines the roles and responsibilities of generators, carriers,
and receivers of hazardous waste in the NWT. The ENR, Environment Division (ED)
registers generators, carriers, receivers, and tracks the disposal of hazardous waste
generated in the NWT to registered receiving facilities on hazardous waste
movement documents (manifest). The definition of hazardous waste includes all
waste materials that are ‘dangerous goods’ according to the Transportation of
Dangerous Goods Regulations, and any additional waste of special concern that the
ED has determined hazardous until proven otherwise, including but not limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

incinerator waste and/or residuals (including bottom ash and fly ash);
any liquid or solid wastes contaminated with refined petroleum products;
bilge wastes;
vehicle or vessel servicing wastes
drilling wastes;
produced fluids (Glycol / Hydrocarbon / Inorganic Mixtures);
tailings; and
any hydrocarbon, lead, mercury or other forms of contaminated soils.

The Guideline for the General Management of Hazardous Waste in the NWT and the
Transportation of Dangerous Good Regulations may be found at the following sites:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/general_management.pdf
http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/clear-menu-497.htm
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Recommendation(s):
1) If the Proponent is using or generating hazardous waste, they must register as a
generator of hazardous waste in the NWT and track the disposal of hazardous
waste from the site activities to registered receivers on hazardous waste
movement documents provided by ENR. Please contact the Environment
Division, ENR to register or for more information contact Mr. Lee Ross,
Hazardous Materials Management Specialist, Environment Division by email
(Mike_Martin@gov.nt.ca) or by phone (867) 767-9236 extension 53187.
Topic 4: Fuel Storage and Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Comment(s):
ENR acknowledges the proponent’s Spill Contingency Plan.

In addition, the Proponent should also follow best practices for fuel storage and spill
containment during project activities which may include the following
recommendations.
Recommendation(s):

1) To assist in spill contingency planning, information is provided in EPA Spill
Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations found here:
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/files/legislation/environmentalprotection/environmental-protection.r2.pdf

If clarification or further information is needed please contact the Environment
Division, ENR directly to aid in the development of the Plan

2) In accordance with the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
Section 10, all spills in accordance with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.

3) With respect to the Environmental Protection Act Section 5 (1b) all spills,
regardless of amount, must be cleaned up, and contaminated materials disposed
of at an approved facility, or in an approved manner. Additionally, as indicated
in Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts must be made to notify any parties affected
or potentially affected by the spill.

4) Fuel storage areas should be greater than 100m distance from the ordinary high
water mark of a water body and not located in a drainage channel.
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5) All fuel or storage vessels containing hazardous substances left for extended
periods of time (including overnight in vehicles), should be stationed in an area
that contains sufficient secondary containment (i.e. Drip pans, lined bermed
areas, double walled enviro-tanks etc.).

6) It is recommended spill kits be provided. Personnel should be trained to ensure
that in the event of a spill it is contained and remediated appropriately to
industry-accepted best practices and regulatory approval. In case refuelling
takes place near water, in water spill planning should be considered to prevent
inadvertent releases.
7) ENR recommends, for the operator’s convenience and increased environmental
protection, that all heavy equipment and refuelling vehicles carry portable spill
kits that include items such as absorbent pads, containment booms, and spill
pool catchment receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked spill kits can
effectively mitigate potential spills.

Topic 5: Wildlife: NWT Listed and Pre-listed Species at Risk
Comment(s):

Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at Risk (NWT) Act require the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a submission to the body responsible
for assessing the potential impacts of a proposed development, or for considering a
Land Use Permit or Water Licence application, respecting the potential impacts of
the proposed development, Permit or Licence application on a NWT-listed or prelisted species or its habitat. NWT-listed species are those that are on the NWT List
of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species are those that have been assessed by the NWT
Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not yet been added to the NWT List of
Species at Risk.

The Proponent should be aware that NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk and
their habitat may also be subject to protection under existing sections of the NWT
Wildlife Act.

As a best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to consider potential impacts,
mitigation measures and monitoring requirements for species at risk listed under
the federal Species at Risk Act, as well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may
occur in the project area, and the prohibitions that may apply to these species under
federal legislation.

The project area overlaps with the ranges of the following NWT-listed and/or prelisted species:
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•
•
•
•

Boreal Caribou – Threatened in the NWT
Barren-ground Caribou - Threatened in the NWT
Grizzly Bear – Special Concern in NWT
Little Brown Myotis (bat) – Special Concern in the NWT

Recommendation(s):

1) Although the project overlaps with the range(s) of the species listed above, ENR
is of the opinion that the scope, nature, areal extent, scale and/or timing of the
proposed project are such that the likelihood of impacts to NWT-listed or prelisted species at risk is minimal.

Topic 6: Cumulative Effects Tracking
Comment(s):

Keeping track of the disturbance footprint of development activities is an important
component of tracking and informing the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should submit the bounding coordinates or geospatial data for
the proposed project footprint and for the completed project footprint to the
Land and Water Board for placement on the public registry. The Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board’s “Standards for Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) Submissions” should be followed when submitting spatial data.

Topic 7: Wildlife Abodes
Comment(s):

Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy, or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat push-up or hibernaculum unless you
have an Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.

Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of both adults and young.
Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should conduct pre-activity surveys within 800m of the project
footprint to identify active bear dens if project activities will occur between
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September 30 and March 30. Surveys should be conducted in the fall to detect
freshly dug dens.

2) If an active bear den is detected, or suspected, the Proponent should implement
and maintain an 800 m exclusion zone until the bear emerges in spring.

3) If a bear den and exclusion zone would result in the halt of part or the entire
program, the Proponent should contact ENR to discuss alternative mitigation
options. The location of active bear dens should be kept confidential between
the developer and ENR until after emergence in the spring.

4) It is recommended that, if encountered, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and
hibernacula are not disturbed or damaged.

Topic 8: Wildlife Attractants and Waste Management
Comment(s):

Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste, or
other substances in a manner that may attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals, or wildlife in danger.

Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife. Schedule A – Part 2 of the Wildlife
General Regulations sets out the species prescribed as fur-bearers.

Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should utilize food and garbage handling and storage procedures
that will minimize the attraction of wildlife.

2) The Proponent should store all food, waste, washed recyclables and debris that
may attract wildlife within sealed animal proof containers until final disposal.

3) The Proponent should ensure that sealed animal proof containers are cleaned
once emptied to minimize the attraction of wildlife.

4) The Proponent should ensure that all grey water (dishwater, showers, laundry,
etc.) and black water (sewage) are treated and disposed of in a manner that will
minimize the attraction of wildlife.

5) The Proponent should remove all waste petroleum products including used oil
filters, rags, scrap metal, discarded machinery, parts, drums, barrels, or plastics
to an approved waste disposal facility.
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Comments and Recommendations Directed to the Proponent
The following comments are directed to the applicant of the Land Use Permit and
are provided based on ENR’s mandated responsibilities under the Environmental
Protection Act, the Forest Management Act, the Forest Protection Act, the Species at
Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters Act and the Wildlife Act. The following comments and
recommendations are for the information, consideration, and appropriate action of
the Proponent and as they are applicable to project activities.
Legislative and Regulatory Requirements

Topic 1: Forest Management
Recommendation(s):
1) In order to comply with the Forest Protection Act (Sections 10 and 19(1)), the
Proponent should adhere to the Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression
Guidelines. The intent of the Guidelines is threefold. First, industrial operations
must be conducted so that they do not contribute to the fire load. Second,
industrial operations must be able to control and extinguish any fires that occur
as a result of their operations. Finally, industrial operations must be able to
respond to wildfires that may affect human life and other property as a result of
their operations. The guidelines may be accessed at the following website:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/industrial_guidelines_forest_fire_preve
ntion_suppression.pdf

2) The Forest Management Act and Regulations prohibits anyone from cutting,
using or transporting timber, or damaging standing timber unless:
• Authorized with a Timber Permit;
• Authorized by license; or
• Exempted from holding a Permit or license.

The Proponent is requested to contact the local/regional ENR office for
further information on obtaining a Forest Management Authorization, if
required.

3) If the Proponent plans to burn brush or other materials during the official fire
season (May 01 – September 30), they will require a Permit to Burn from ENR, as
per the Forest Protection Act (Section 10(1) and 21).
4) The Proponent should be aware of Part 1 Clause 18 of the Exemption List
Regulations under the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act in which a
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burn authorized under a Permit to Burn is exempt from Preliminary Screening if
it is not greater than an area of 25 m2.

5) If the site brush and tree cover is not merchantable then it should be piled up
accordingly (and not mixed with soil) so that it can be burned or spread out at a
later date. If merchantable wood is involved, either merchantable firewood or
saw timber, it should be cleanly set to one side of the operation and made
available for recovery. The Proponent should contact the local ENR office to
determine what forest management authorization will be required, if any.
Topic 2: Wildlife Abodes

Comment(s):
Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat push-up or hibernaculum unless you
have an Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.

Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of both adults and young.
Recommendation(s):

1) Contact ENR prior to start-up of project activities to determine if there are any
known dens, push-ups, lodges, beaver dams or hibernacula within the project
area.

2) Prior to start-up of project activities, conduct surveys of lakes or other water
bodies proposed to be used for water withdrawal or winter access roads to
determine the presence of muskrat push-ups, beaver lodges or beaver dams. If
one or more of these features is found contact ENR to discuss mitigation options.

3) Further guidance on different setback distances and timing windows for wildlife
abodes are provided in Table 6 of the Northern Land Use Guidelines: Northwest
Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9 (a) at:

http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/resources/nlug_seismic_2015_eng
lish_-_16_sept_2015.pdf

Proponents should also check whether there are setback distances and timing
restrictions for wildlife abodes within the regional land use plan for their project
area.
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Topic 3: Advice for NWT Listed and Pre-listed Species at Risk
Comment(s):
Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at Risk (NWT) Act requires the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a submission to the body responsible
for assessing the potential impacts of a proposed development, or for considering a
Land Use Permit or Water Licence application, respecting the potential impacts of
the proposed development, Permit or Licence application on a NWT-listed or prelisted species or its habitat. NWT-listed species are those that are on the NWT List
of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species are those that have been assessed by the NWT
Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not yet been added to the NWT List of
Species at Risk.

The Proponent should be aware that NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk and
their habitat may also be subject to protection under existing sections of the NWT
Wildlife Act.

As a best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to consider potential impacts,
mitigation measures and monitoring requirements for species at risk listed under
the federal Species at Risk Act, as well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may
occur in the project area, and the prohibitions that may apply to these species under
federal legislation.

The project area overlaps with the ranges of the following NWT-listed and/or prelisted species:
•
•
•
•

Boreal Caribou – Threatened in the NWT
Barren-ground Caribou - Threatened in the NWT
Grizzly Bear – Special Concern in NWT
Little Brown Myotis (bat) – Special Concern in the NWT

Recommendation(s):

1) For information on NWT species at risk in the project area please consult:
• http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/SpeciesAtRisk
• http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevelopers
• Species at Risk in the NWT - 2016 Edition

The Proponent should be aware of the prohibitions that may apply to the species
that occur in your area. Check the Species at Risk (NWT) Act regulations webpage
(http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevelopers) to see if there are any
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applicable regulations or agreements with land owners that must be followed for
NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk.

2) For information and legislative requirements related to federally-listed species
at risk, consult the Species at Risk Public Registry (www.sararegistry.gc.ca) or
contact Environment and Climate Change Canada or the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans.

3) Ensure that employees and contractors are aware of the species at risk that
might occur in the project area. This includes species that are pre-listed or listed
under the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, species listed under the federal Species at
Risk Act, and species designated as at risk by COSEWIC.

4) If species at risk are encountered during project undertakings, the primary
mitigation measure should be avoidance. The Proponent should avoid contact
with or disturbance to each species, its habitat and/or its residence.

5) Monitoring should be undertaken by the Proponent to determine the
effectiveness of mitigation and/or identify where further mitigation is required.
As a minimum, monitoring should include recording the locations and dates of
any observations of species at risk, behaviour or actions taken by the animals
when project activities were encountered, and any actions taken by the
Proponent to avoid contact with or disturbance to the species, its habitat, and/or
its residence.
6) Submit sightings of species at risk and monitoring information to ENR’s Wildlife
Management Information System (WMIS) and to other appropriate regulators
and organizations with management responsibility for the species as may be
necessary at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services
Further information on the WMIS can be found at:

http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services
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Topic 4: Cumulative Effects Tracking
Comment(s):
Keeping track of the disturbance footprint of development activities is an important
component of tracking and informing the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should submit the bounding coordinates, or geospatial data for
the proposed project footprint and for the completed project footprint to the
Land and Water Board for placement on the public registry. The MVLWB’s
“Standards for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Submissions” should be
followed when submitting spatial data.
Topic 5: Nesting Birds

Comment(s):
• Conducting activities involving vegetation clearing, ground disturbance or
demolition of buildings and other structures during the nesting season increases
the risk of contravening paragraph 51(1)(a) of the Wildlife Act which prohibits
destroying, disturbing, or taking the eggs of a bird or a nest when it is occupied
by a bird or its eggs, or destroying, disturbing, or taking the nest of a prescribed
bird at any time.

• Protection of nests is essential to ensuring reproductive success and survival of
both adults and young.

• The Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment and Climate Change Canada
(ECCC) is the responsible management authority for migratory birds protected
under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994.
https://ec.gc.ca/nature/default.asp?lang=En&n=496E2702-1

• GNWT is responsible for the management of non-migratory birds including
raptors.

• Critical breeding periods for NWT raptors can start as early as the 1st week of
April and last up until 3rd week of September, depending on the species and
location.
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Recommendation(s):
1) Follow ECCC’s Avoidance Guidelines related to incidental take of migratory birds
in Canada available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=AB36A082-1)

2) Consult ECCC’s General Nesting Periods of Migratory Birds in Canada for current
information on general nesting periods of federally protected migratory birds
that occur within the NWT. Available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=4F39A78F-1

3) Contact ENR, Wildlife Division for information on critical breeding periods for
raptors and/or known raptor nest sites in the project area.

4) Conduct vegetation clearing and any new ground disturbance outside of the
nesting season for birds in the project area.
5) If active nests are encountered during project activities implement protective
buffer zones described in the regional land use plan, Table 6 of the Northern
Land Use Guidelines – Seismic) or ECCC’s Recommended Buffer Zones and
Setback Distance available at:

http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=8D910CAC-1#_03_1_1

Topic 6: Wildlife Disturbance and Harassment
Comment(s):

Unless authorized by a Licence or Permit, paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife
Act prohibit engaging in an activity that is likely to result in significant disturbance
to big game or other prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily chase, fatigue, disturb,
torment or otherwise harass game or other prescribed wildlife.

Schedule A – Part 1 of the Wildlife General Regulations, sets out the species
prescribed as big game, and Schedule B sets out prescribed wildlife for the purpose
of paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife Act.
Disturbance to wildlife from sources such as noise, light, vibrations, and human
presence can result in energetic stress, avoidance of key habitat, loss of
reproductive fitness, injury or mortality of wildlife. Activities that may cause
sensory disturbance to wildlife include vehicle traffic, stationary machinery, noise
from blasting, excavation, crushing, seismic testing, vegetation clearing, and lighting
or flaring.
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Recommendation(s):
1) The Proponent should be aware that no wildlife should be disturbed, chased, or
harassed by human beings on foot, in a motorized vehicle, or by aircraft. Unless
authorized by a Licence or Permit, paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife Act
prohibit engaging in an activity that is likely to result in significant disturbance
to big game or other prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily chase, fatigue,
disturb, torment or otherwise harass game or other prescribed wildlife.
However, subject to section 55 of the Wildlife Act a person may chase wildlife
away from a camp or work site if doing so is necessary to prevent injury or death
to a person or damage to property.

2) Consult the setback distances, flight altitude guidelines and timing windows for
wildlife provided in Tables 6 and 7 of the Northern Land Use Guidelines:
Northwest Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9 (a) as they are applicable to
variety of land use activities:
http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/resources/nlug_seismic_2015_eng
lish_-_16_sept_2015.pdf

3) Consult the approved Land Use Plan, if applicable, that applies to the project area
for further guidance on setback distances and timing windows to minimize
disturbance to wildlife.
4) Wildlife shall be given the right of way at all times.

5) Suspend activities temporarily if one or more individuals of a big game species
are spotted within five hundred (500) metres of the work site.
Topic 7: Reporting Wildlife Sighting
Comment(s):
Proponents are encouraged to record wildlife sightings and to submit these records
to ENR’s WMIS. Wildlife sightings data provides useful information for assessing
changes in species distribution and the timing and location of different life history
events such as migration, denning, nesting, calving, etc.
Recommendation(s):

1) Submit information about wildlife sightings (species, date, time, location, number
of individuals, sex, behaviour, etc.) to WMIS at WMISTeam@gov.nt.ca. For
further information on the WMIS consult:
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http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services

2) Contact the regional ENR office to obtain blank wildlife sightings forms.

Topic 8: Reporting Wildlife Defence/Property Kills and Wildlife Incidents
Comment(s):
Subject to paragraph 57(a) of the Wildlife Act, any big game or other prescribed
wildlife that is killed to prevent injury or death to a person or damage to property
must be reported to ENR as soon as is practicable. Section 7 of the Wildlife General
Regulations describes what information must be included in the report.

Subject to section 58 of the Wildlife Act and sub-section 8(1) of the Wildlife General
Regulations, any person who accidentally kills or seriously wounds big game or
other prescribed wildlife with a motorized vehicle on a highway must report the
event to an officer within 24 hours after the incident.
Recommendation(s):

1) Report all sightings of bears in and around the project location to your local ENR
office. Any defence of life and property kills must be reported to the appropriate
ENR office immediately. Please contact the following Regional Office as required:
• North Slave Region Wildlife Emergency Line at (867) 873-7181

2) Ensure all field personnel have completed a bear safety training course to
decrease the risk of attracting bears to work sites and threats to human safety,
learn how to respond to bear encounters, and decrease the risk of wildlife
mortality resulting from kills in defence of life and property.
3) Consult the “Safety in Grizzly Bear and Black Bear Country” brochure, available
at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/resources/safety_in_grizzly_and_black_be
ar_country_english.pdf

4) Report to an ENR officer as soon as is practicable any wildlife that is killed to
prevent injury or death to a person or damage to property.

5) Report to an ENR officer any big game or other prescribed wildlife that is killed
or seriously wounded by a motorized vehicle on a highway within 24 hours after
the incident.
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6) Reports must include at minimum the name of the person who killed or injured
the wildlife, an explanation of the incident, the time, date and location of the
incident, the species or quantity involved, and any other information requested
by the wildlife officer.

7) Contact the regional ENR office to obtain blank wildlife incident forms.

Topic 9: Wildlife Attractants and Waste Management
Comment(s):

Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste, or
other substances in a manner that may attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals or wildlife in danger.

Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife. Schedule A – Part 2 of the Wildlife
General Regulations sets out the species prescribed as fur-bearers.

Recommendation(s):

1) Waste being stored on site prior to being transported to a municipal landfill site,
or disposed by other methods, must be stored in a manner that minimizes the
attraction of wildlife, as it is a violation of Section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act. An
animal proof, sealed container must be used for storing waste onsite to minimize
wildlife being attracted to odours. For reference please refer to the following
guidance document “Safety in Grizzly and Black Bear Country”
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/resources/safety_in_grizzly_and_black_be
ar_country_english.pdf

2) Project personnel should not intentionally feed wildlife or purposefully
encourage wildlife to habituate to human presence.
Topic 10: Spill Contingency Planning
Recommendation(s):
1) In accordance with the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
Section 10, all spills in accordance with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.

2) With respect to the Environmental Protection Act Section 5 (1b) all spills
regardless of amount must be cleaned up, and contaminated materials disposed
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of at an approved facility, and as per Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts must be
made to notify any parties affected or potentially affected by the spill.

3) ENR recommends, for increased environmental protection, that all heavy
equipment and refuelling vehicles carry portable spill kits that include items
such as absorbent pads, containment booms and spill pool catchment
receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked spill kits can effectively mitigate
potential spills.
ENR reminds the Proponent that references to applicable statutes and regulations
are to be considered as advice only, and should not be construed as permission to
contravene any other applicable statutes and regulations not mentioned in this
letter.
Comments and recommendations were provided by ENR technical experts in the
Waste Management and Monitoring Division, the Wildlife Division and the North
Slave Region and were coordinated and collated by the Environmental Impact
Assessment Section, Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Division.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Patrick
Clancy, Environmental Regulatory Analyst at (867) 767-9233 Ext: 53096 or
email patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca.
Sincerely,

Patrick Clancy
Environmental Regulatory Analyst
Environmental Assessment and Monitoring
Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories
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Land Use Permit Application Form
(Subsection 19(2) and Schedule 2 of the Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations)
1 Applicant Name: Peregrine Diamonds Ltd.
Applicant’s Mailing Address:

Fax no.:

Suite 300, 1601 Airport Road NE
Calgary, Alberta
t2e 6z8

2

Telephone no.: 604-836-3284

Head office address:

Fax no.:

Same as above

Telephone no.:
Email address: david.willis@debeersgroup.com

Field supervisor: David Willis

3 Other personnel (subcontractor, contractors, company staff etc.):

Contractors are determined prior to field programs.
Total number of persons on site: 40
4 Eligibility (Refer to section 18 of the Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations):
☐ (a)(i)

☐ (a)(ii)

☐ (a)(iii)

☐ (b)

5 Other rights, licences or permits related to this permit application (mineral rights, timber permits, water
licences, etc.):
To complete this section of the Application Form, please see page 16 of the Board’s Guide to the Land Use Permitting
Process for more information.

Please see Section 6(a) in the attached document - additional information. Pre-existing land
use permit W2011C0005 (expired January 9, 2019). 10 Mining leases in the area; L-4131,
L-4132, L-4133, L-5263, L-5264, L-5265, L-5266, L-5267, L-5268, L-5269, L-5271, L-5271.
6

a) Summary of operation (describe purpose, nature and location of all activities). Refer to paragraph
19(3)(b) of the Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations:
To complete this section of the Application Form, please see page 15 of the Board’s Guide to the Land Use Permitting
Process for more information.

Please see Section 6(a) in the attached document - additional information
b) Indicate if a camp is to be set up. If yes, indicate size of camp or describe camp. (Provide details on a
separate page, if necessary):

Yes - the DO-27 Camp currently exists - please see Section 6(b) in the attached document additional information
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7 Summary of potential environmental and resource impacts and mitigation measures (describe the effects of
the proposed land-use operation on land, water, flora and fauna and related socio-economic impacts). (Use
separate page if necessary):
To complete this section of the Application Form, proponents are encouraged to use Appendix B of the Board’s Guide to
the Land Use Permitting Process.

Please see Section 7 in the attached document - additional information

8 Proposed restoration plans (Use a separate page if necessary):
To complete this section of the Application Form, please see page 16 of the Board’s Guide to the Land Use Permitting
Process for more information.

Please see Section 8 in the attached document - additional information

Roads:
(Provide details on a separate page.)

☐ Is this to be a pioneered (new) road?

☐ Has the route been laid out or ground truthed?

9 Proposed disposal methods:
To complete this section of the Application Form, a waste management plan for the proposed activities is to be
developed in accordance with the Board’s Guidelines for Developing a Waste Management Plan and submitted as an
attachment to the Application Form. A template for this Plan is provided in the Guidelines.

a) Garbage: Please see attached DO-27 Project - Waste Management Plan
b) Sewage (Sanitary and grey water):
c) Brush & trees:
d) Overburden (Organic soils, waste material, etc.):
10 Equipment (includes drills, pumps, etc.) (Use separate page if necessary):
Number

Type and Size

Proposed use

See section 10 in attached document - additional info.
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11 Fuels:

Number of containers:

Diesel

Capacity of containers: Location:

30

205

Marshalling Area

2

205

Marshalling Area

Aviation Fuel

15

205

Marshalling Area

Propane

10

100lbs

DO-27 Camp

Gasoline

Other
12 Containment fuel spill contingency plans (attach separate contingency plan if necessary):
A spill contingency plan for the proposed activities is to be developed in accordance with INAC’s Guidelines for Spill
Contingency Planning, April 2007 (accessible here). This Plan is to be submitted as an attachment to the Application
Form.

A spill plan is attached as a separate document entitled 2019 Spill Contingency Plan.
13 Methods of fuel transfer (to other tanks, vehicles, etc.):

Please see section 13 of attached document entitled Permit Renewal Application - Additional
information.

14 Period of operation (includes time to cover all phases of project work applied for, including restoration):
From (DD/MM/YY) 01/06/19

To (DD/MM/YY) 09/01/23

15 Period of permit (up to five years, with maximum of two years of extension):
Start Date (DD/MM/YY): 10/01/19

Completion Date (DD/MM/YY): 09/01/23

16 Location of activities by map coordinates (attach maps and sketches):
To complete this part of the Application Form, please see the Standards for Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Submissions.

Minimum latitude (degree, minute):

64° 19' 13.28"N

Maximum latitude (degree, minute): 64° 20' 26.31"N
Minimum longitude (degree, minute): 109° 47' 30.51"W
Maximum longitude (degree, minute): 109° 49' 41.97"W
Map Sheet no.: 76C05
17 Applicant (print name in full, in upper case):

David Willis

Signature:

Date (DD/MM/YY): 28/11/18
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18 Application fees for Type A or Type B permit (for federal and
non-federal lands)1:
a) Application fees for Type A or Type B permit (include the
first two hectares) - $150.00:

$ 150.00

AND
b) Land-use fees for federal public lands only:
If more than two hectares of federal public lands are being
used, enter the number of hectares in excess of the two
hectares included in the Application fee.
hectares at $50.00/hectare

$

1. To help identify whether your activity is on federal lands, please see this map.

Total fees2:

$ 150.00

2. Please make all cheques payable to the Receiver General for Canada.
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19 Additional Information (Attach additional pages if necessary).

Much of the requested information did not fit in the spaces provided. A separate document
entitled 2018-11-28_WO_Additional Information W2011C0005 Renewal is attached and should
be referred to with respect to the requested information above.
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Wek’eezhii Land and Water Board
Land Use Application Form Additional Information
Section 1: Applicant Name
Peregrine Diamonds Ltd.
Suite 300, 1601 Airport Road NE
Calgary, Alberta T2E 6Z8
Ph: (604) 836-3284
Email: david.willis@debeersgroup.com
Section 2: Head Office
Same as above.
Section 3: Personnel
The camp will provide seasonal lodging for a maximum of 40 people. Individual contractors and
contracting companies are selected on a per program basis and will consist of the following;







Core drill contractor
RC drill contractor
Equipment contractor
Camp logistics contractor
Helicopter contractor
Fixed wing aircraft contractor

Section 4: Eligibility
Article 18(a)(i) applies to this requested activity. Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. holds mining leases
in the requested area.
Section 5: Other Rights Licences or Permits
Pre-existing land use permit W2011C0005 was issued January 10, 2012 and expires on January
9, 2019. This renewal application covers a reduced number of pre-approved activities.
There are 10 mining Leases held by Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. in the area; L-4131, L-4132, L4133, L-5263, L-5264, L-5265, L-5266, L-5267, L-5268, L-5269, L-5271, L-5271. Of these the
proposed drill and camp activities are contained within lease L-4131, L-4132, L-4133, L-5267.
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Section 6(a): Summary of Operation
The focus of exploration activities is drilling at the DO-27 and DO-18 kimberlites. All drill
activities are based out of the DO-27 Camp. Other activities like the winter spur trail,
marshalling area, ice strip cuttings area and winter drill trails are necessary to support drill
activities
The DO-27 and DO-18 kimberlites were discovered in the 1990’s and were the subjects of
previous exploration work. Additional drilling is required at these kimberlites to refine
geological models and understanding of diamond distribution. The DO-27 kimberlite is located
below a small lake (approx. 21 hectares) and the DO-18 kimberlite is terrestrial.
Field programs are seasonal and not year round. Work is confined to two field seasons, summer
and winter. The winter field season extends from late February to the end of April. The summer
field season extends from June to the end of August.
The majority of activities will take place on 1:50,000 scale National Topographic Map (“NTS”)
76C05. A small portion of the winter spur trail (350m) occurs on the adjacent western NTS map
76D08. Critical coordinates are listed in Table 4 in Section 16 of this document.
A total of nine activities are request for renewal.
1) Small diameter core drilling
a. Core drilling will be used for delineation drilling of the DO-27 kimberlite and the
DO-18 kimberlite.
b. Core drilling may vary from NQ (1.775 inch diameter) to PQ (3.72 inch diameter)
c. The precise drill hole coordinates are not known at this time however drilling will
occur either on or in close proximity to the current known outlines of each
kimberlite (DO-27 and DO-18).
d. The core drill is heli-portable and a helicopter will be used for drill set-up.
e. Winter drilling may involve a skid mount for the drill that can be pulled by a
tracked vehicle.
f. 30 drill holes will be drilled at each kimberlite over the course of this land use
licence.
g. Core drilling utilizes water
h. Water for core drilling at the DO-18 kimberlite will be drawn from one of two
water sources. Each source is approximately 400 meters from the edge of the
kimberlite. The coordinates for the water sources are listed in Table 3 and
illustrated on Map 3 and Map 4.
2) Small diameter reverse circulation (“RC”) drilling
a. Small diameter RC drilling maybe used to assess overburden depth at the DO-18
kimberlite
b. The precise drill hole coordinates are not known at this time however drilling will
occur either on or in close proximity to the current known outlines of DO-18
c. RC drills are pneumatic and do not require water.
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d. Drilling may occur during the summer months or winter months.
e. The RC drill is heli-portable and a helicopter will be used for drill set-up.
f. Winter drilling may involve a skid mount for the RC drill that can be pulled by a
tracked vehicle.
3) Cutting Containment
a. The cuttings containment area was originally used to contain cuttings from large
diameter RC drill programs in the mid-2000’s.
b. The area measures approximately one hectare and was rehabilitated circa 2009
4) DO-27 Camp
a. Please refer to item 6(b) below for a description of the DO-27 Camp
5) Marshalling Area
a. The marshalling area is used for storage of equipment and fuel.
b. A large lined fuel berm is located at the marshalling area. Drum fuel is stored at
this location. All fuel was removed from the berm during the winter of 2016.
6) Winter Spur Trail
a. The spur line is a winter trail connecting the Tibbitt to Contwoyto winter road to
the DO-27 Camp.
b. The route is approximately 25 kilometers long.
c. The route is formed of packed and groomed snow.
7) Ice Landing Strip at the DO-27 Lake
a. The ice landing strip provides fixed wing access to the project area from
Yellowknife.
8) Winter Drill Trails
a. Winter trails are required to connect the camp, marshalling area, cuttings area and
drill sites.
b. These trails are formed of packed and groomed snow.
c. The majority of trails occur on old gravel airstrips from the 1990’s
Section 6(b): Camp Description
The DO-27 Camp was established circa 2005 and was last utilized during a drill campaign in the
winter of 2012. Maintenance campaigns were undertaken during the summer 2014, summer
2015, winter 2016 and summer 2017.
The camp is of a linear design extending north south along a gravel airstrip constructed by a
previous operator in the late 1990’s. At present, the camp consists of five wooden tent frames
and 10 wooden cabin structures of varying sizes. The cabin structures include:
1) Kitchen
2) Office
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3) Eating area
4) Generator shed
5) Maintenance Shed
6) Core shed
7) First Aid Shed
8) Storage Shed
9) Storage Shed
10) Storage Shed

All cabin buildings are structurally sound but are in need of maintenance and cosmetic repair.
A single diesel generator supplies camp power. Camp communications are though satellite and
VHF radio.
Camp tents will be heated with diesel drip stoves or Toyo diesel-electric heaters. Fuel drums
will be placed in drum caddies behind the tents to act as secondary containment.
Domestic water is drawn from DO-27 Lake 400 meters west of camp. Domestic water is
pumped to a water tank where it is treated with ultra-violet conditioning and stored for domestic
consumption. Domestic water consumption records will be maintained and is estimated at three
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cubic meters per day if the camp is at full operation. Grey water will drain through a gravel box
filter into a sump.
Camp bathrooms consist of Pacto toilets. Pacto Toilet bags are collected and incinerated daily.
The original camp was deigned to accommodate up to 40 individuals during the field program.
It is anticipated that future programs will accommodate this same number of individuals.
Section 7: Summary of Potential Environmental Impacts
The predicted environmental impacts of the seasonal drill permit are minimal.
a) Use of Land:
a. Each drill set up measures approximately 10 meters by 10 meters (30 feet x 30
feet and has an approximate area of 0.01 hectares per drill site. It would take 100
drill sites to leave a one (1) hectare footprint.
b. The DO-18 kimberlite is on land and has a geophysical expression of
approximately 6.894 hectares. Thirty drill holes from thirty separate setups would
amount to 0.3 hectares.
c. The DO-27 kimberlite is under a lake and has a geophysical expression of
approximately 11.53 hectares. Drilling at this kimberlite will be on ice and no
permanent marks will be foarmed.
d. Low ground pressure tracked vehicles will be used on winter access routes to
prevent ground damage. Snow will be compacted to act as a travel layer.
e. The DO-27 Camp and marshalling area are located on gravel and land use effects
are minimal.
f. The cuttings containment area from previous drill program measures
approximately 1 hectare. The area is visible from the air but reclamation efforts
done previously have successfully reestablished vegetation.
b) Permafrost:
a. Permafrost occurs within the lease area. Generally the overburden in this area is
relatively shallow (<5 meters) before encountering bedrock. Small diameter
drilling is not anticipated to have any effect on the permafrost.
c) Use of Water:
a. Small diameter RC drilling is pneumatic and does not use water.
b. Small diameter core drilling uses water. Water volumes averages 35 cubic meters
per drill per day (24 hours). For terrestrial drilling water will be recirculated
when possible to conserve water intake and local water sources of will be selected
of sufficient size so and to not cause significant drawdown (<10%)
c. A water meter will be placed on water withdrawal location and the daily water
volume recorded.
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d. Department of fisheries and oceans guidelines for waste withdrawal will be
followed including;
i. DFO – Freshwater Intake End-of-Pipe Fish Screen Guideline
ii. DFO – Winter Water Withdrawal Protocol
d) Water Quality
a. For terrestrial drilling no water will be returned to the water source. All drill
water will be contained in sump or natural depression.
b. For on ice drilling a portable settling tank will be utilized to capture drill cuttings.
The cuttings will be either hauled or slung to a natural depression for
containment.
e) Noise:
a. Both types of drill are noisy in the immediate vicinity of operations and hearing
protection is required. The lease area is beyond the tree line and the terrain is
generally flat with low rolling hills and sound does dissipate with distance.
b. Helicopters will be utilized to sling drills and ferry drill crews and geology
personnel. Helicopters are used as required but not continuously operated.
c. Tracked vehicles (snow cat and challenger) are noisy but are only operated
intermittently.
f) Vegetation:
a. The lease area is beyond the tree line. Most vegetation is low lying sedges and
grasses with periodic stands of dwarf shrubs. Terrestrial drill footprints are
temporary and of short duration and do not do lasting damage to vegetation.
g) Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
a. During the past operations of the program Peregrine has observed wildlife in the
area. Most of the wildlife has consisted of birds and small rodents, with
occasional sightings of foxes.
b. All crew are told to avoid and not interact with any wildlife.
c. Activities are seasonal, of short duration and low impact. Activities are not
anticipated to have an impact on wildlife.
h) Social and Economic Impact
a. This permit is for seasonal exploration level drilling, mainly delineation drilling
for geological modelling purposes. Yellowknife will be logistics hub for the
support. Social and economic impacts of a program are minimal.
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Section 8 Proposed Restoration Plans:
Camp Restoration
The DO-27 camp consists of 10 wooden structures. When the camp is demobilized at the
completion of exploration activities, all buildings will be dismantled and removed. Untreated
and treated wood will be sorted. Untreated wood will be burnt and treated wood will be bundled
for removal to Yellowknife.
All camp equipment and supplies will be sorted and bundled for removal to Yellowknife.
Exploration gear will be stored for future use, recyclables will be recycled, waste will be taken to
the Yellowknife landfill and hazardous waste will be taken to certified waste handler KBL
Environmental.
Once all camp structures and contents are removed the area will be walked with a large magnet
to collect any nails or metallic debris. Additionally, personnel will walk the camp area to collect
any miscellaneous small debris that is observed.
Core boxes collected at the DO-27 Camp will be piled neatly and left at site.
The grey water sump will be inspected to ensure there is no leaching or run-off. It will be backfilled and leveled as required.
Marshalling Area Restoration
All fuel will be removed and equipment. The impermeable liner will be hand excavated from the
fuel berm and removed from the site. The berm area will be observed for any signs of fuel
contamination and if any is suspected a soil sample will be collected for testing
Cuttings Containment Restoration
The cuttings containment area was rehabilitated circa 2009 and vegetation regrowth is positive.
No further work is anticipated at this location. It will continue to be observed for the duration of
the active permit.
Drill Sites
No equipment will be left at the drill sites at the completion of seasonal drill operations. All drill
equipment will be removed to the marshalling area for storage or demobilized back to
Yellowknife. Seasonally, at the completion of drilling, all sites will be walked and any missed
debris will be collected for sorting and disposal at the DO-27 Camp.
The drill site will be dismantled into its main components as per the drill contractor’s procedures,
packaged and secured along with equipment and rods. The drill will be flown out by the drilling
contractor or as the contract describes. This could mean returning the drill south or storing it at
the marshalling area. No items will be left at the drill sites.
All drill sites will be inspected for miscellaneous debris or components. Any items will be
collected and returned to the DO-27 Camp for storage or disposal.
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All casings will be cut off and capped.
Terrestrial drill sites will be subject to progressive reclamation. As much as possible drill sites
will be restored immediately after the drill has been moved to the next site. Natural depressions
used as sumps will be inspected to ensure containment.
Seasonal Closure
At the conclusion of seasonal operations all large mobile equipment will be removed from the
project area. Any remaining fuel will be moved to the fuel containment berm.
Contamination Clean-Up
No contamination is anticipated however, should this occur, contamination will be treated as per
the 2018 Spill Contingency Plan.
Section 9: Proposed Waste Disposal Methods
Please see Waste Management Plan attached as a separate document.
Section 10: Equipment
A complete list of mechanized equipment is below in Table 1.
Table 1: Mechanized Equipment
#
1
2
3
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Type
Core Drill
RC Drill
Pump
Pump
Generator
Helicopter
Fixed Wing Aircraft
Fixed Wing Aircraft
Snow Cat
Snow Mobiles
ATV

Make
Christensen
Northspan
Kubota
Kubota
Kubota
A-Star
De Havilland
Douglas
Prinorth
Yamaha
Yamaha

Model
CS1000
Hornet
FMC W11-435 ASM
FMC L09-420 ASM
GL11000
B1, B2, B3
Twin Otter
DC-3
BR350
VK540
Kodiak 450 EPS

Quantity
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1

Section 11: Fuels
Fuel drums will be stored in the lined fuel berm at the marshalling area. Liquid fuel required for
camp operations will be contained in fuel drum caddies for secondary containment. A total fuel
list is below in Table 2.
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Table 2: Fuel types and Quantities
#

Fuel Type

1.
2.
3.
4.

Diesel
Aviation Fuel
Gasoline
Propane

Storage
205 litre drum
205 litre drum
205 litre drum
100lb tank

Drum
Quantity
30
15
2
10

Total Litres

Location

6150 litres
3075 litres
410 litres
1000 lbs

Marshalling Area
Marshalling Area
Marshalling Area
DO-27 Camp

Section 12: Spill Plan
Fuel Spill plan is attached as a separate document.
Section 13: Methods of Fuel Transfer
Drill Sites
No-refilling of drums will be done at the drill sites. Empty drums will be returned to the
marshalling area at the DO-27 Camp.
Fueling of drill equipment (compressors and motors) will be by electric pump and/or wiffle
pump.
Fuel drums will be stored in impermeable berms to contain any drips, spills or other
unanticipated releases. Spill kits will also be at each drill site when the drills are in operation in
the event of unintended release.
Drums will be placed close to the drill equipment (approximately two meters) so as to prevent
over handling of fuel drums.
DO-27 Camp
Fuel drums required for heating camp facilities will be contained in drum caddies. A tidy tank
will be used to fill these drums to prevent overhanding of drums. Fueling will be done in close
proximity to the drum caddies and a spill kit will be present at refueling.
Mobile Equipment
All mobile mechanized equipment will be re-fueled at the marshalling areas. Designated areas
will be established for refueling ground equipment (ATV, snow machine, snow cat). The
helicopter will be refueled at the Marshalling area but at a separate location. Spill kits will be
located at each designated area. Refueling will be by electric pump and/or wiffle pump.
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Section 14: Period of Operation
Project activities are seasonal and not year round. There are two main seasons for field
activities; winter and summer.
Winter Season: Late February to the end of April
Sumer Season: June, July and August
Field programs will not occur every season and will occur as analysis and results dictate. At
present the DO-27 and DO-18 kimberlites are undergoing desktop analysis.
Section 15: Period of Permit
The requested term of the permit is 5 years. This will provide opportunity to pace field work
results with analysis and modelling.
Section 16: Maps
The majority of activities will take place on 1:50,000 scale National Topographic Map (“NTS”)
76C05. A small portion of the winter spur trail (350m) occurs on the adjacent western NTS map
76D08. The coordinates for critical coordinates are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Critical Coordinates
#

Location

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DO-27 Camp
DO-27 Kimberlite
DO-18 Kimberlite
Marshalling Area
Cuttings Area
Ice Strip
Unnamed Lake (15.8 ha)
North Water Source
DO-27 Lake (21 ha)
South Water Source

8.

Longitude (x)
WGS84

Latitude (y)
WGS84

1:50,000
NTS

-109° 48' 19.00"
-109° 48' 55.37"
-109° 48' 55.70"
-109° 48' 29.82"
-109° 47' 49.24"
-109° 49' 02.75"
-109° 48' 34.57"

64° 19' 26.37"
64° 19' 30.98"
64° 19' 58.72"
64° 19' 35.16"
64° 19' 36.33"
64° 19' 31.47"
64° 20' 18.74"

76C05
76C05
76C05
76C05
76C05
76C05
76C05

-109° 49' 00.61"

64° 19' 40.54"

76C05
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Table 4: Box Coordinates
#

Description

1.
2.
3.
4

Minimum Latitude (y)
Maximum Latitude (y)
Minimum Longitude (x)
Maximum Longitude (x)

Coordinate
(WGS84, dd.mm.ss)
64° 19' 13.28"N
64° 20' 26.31"N
109° 47' 30.51"W
109° 49' 41.97"W

Four Maps are included with this application to illustrate the location of activities.
Map 1: NTS Map 76C05
Map 2: Regional Location Map
Map 3: Activity Location Map
Map 4: Box Coordinates
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•
•

All conditions highlighted in Yellow are non-standard conditions that were in the old Permit.
All conditions highlighted in Green are standard conditions that were added.

Conditions Annexed to and Forming Part
of Land Use Permit # W2018C0008
Part A: Scope of Permit
1.

This Permit entitles the Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. to conduct the following land-use operation:
a)
b)
c)
d)
d)

The operation and maintenance of an existing camp (DO-27 camp);
Storage of fuel;
Construction, use, and maintenance of a winter road;
Use of equipment; and
Mineral exploration including diamond drilling and RC drilling.

2.

This Permit is issued subject to the conditions contained herein with respect to the use of land for
the activities and area identified in Part A, item 1 of this Permit.

3.

Compliance with the terms and conditions of this Permit does not excuse the Permittee from its
obligation to comply with the requirements of any applicable Federal, Territorial, Tłı̨chǫ, or Municipal
laws.

Part B: Definitions (defined terms are capitalized throughout the Permit)
Act - the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act.
Archaeological Overview - as defined by the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre – Guidelines for
Developers for the Protection of Archaeological Sites in the Northwest Territories.
Archaeological Impact Assessment - as defined by the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre –
Guidelines for Developers for the Protection of Archaeological Sites in the Northwest Territories.
Board - the Wek’èezhìi Land and Water Board established in subsection 57.1(1) of the Mackenzie Valley
Resources Management Act.
Borehole - a hole that is made in the surface of the ground by drilling or boring.
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Drilling Waste - all materials or chemicals, solid or liquid, associated with drilling, including drill cuttings
and Drilling Fluids.
Engagement Plan - a document, developed in accordance with the Board’s Engagement and Consultation
Policy and the Engagement Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use
Permits, that clearly describes how, when, and which engagement activities will occur with an affected
party during the life of the project.
Flowing Artesian Well - a well in which water:
a) Naturally rises above the ground surface or the top of any casing; and
b) Flows naturally, either intermittently or continuously.
Fuel Storage Container - a container for the storage of petroleum or allied petroleum products with a
capacity of less than 230 litres.
Fuel Storage Tank - a closed container for the storage of petroleum or allied petroleum products with a
capacity of more than 230 litres.
Greywater - all liquid wastes from showers, baths, sinks, kitchens, and domestic washing facilities but not
including toilet wastes.
Habitat - the area or type of site where a species or an individual of a species of wildlife naturally occurs
or on which it depends, directly or indirectly, to carry out its life processes.
Inspector - an Inspector designated by the Minister under the Act.
Minister - the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Canada or the Minister of the
Government of the Northwest Territories – Department of Lands, as the case may be.
Ordinary High Water Mark - the usual or average level to which a body of water rises at its highest point
and remains for sufficient time so as to change the characteristics of the land. In flowing waters (rivers,
streams) this refers to the “active channel/bank-full level” which is often the 1:2 year flood flow return
level. In inland lakes, wetlands, or marine environments, it refers to those parts of the Watercourse
bed and banks that are frequently flooded by water so as to leave a mark on the land and where the
natural vegetation changes from predominately aquatic vegetation to terrestrial vegetation
(excepting water tolerant species). For reservoirs, this refers to normal high operating levels (full
supply level).
Permittee - the holder of this permit.
Secondary Containment - containment that prevents liquids that leak from Fuel Storage Tanks or
containers from reaching outside the containment area and includes double-walled Tanks, piping,
liners, and impermeable barriers.
Sewage - all toilet wastes and Greywater.
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Sewage Disposal Facilities - Sump(s) and/or Sewage collection tank(s) and/or storage containers designed
to hold Sewage.
Spill Contingency Plan - a document, developed in accordance with Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada’s Guidelines for Spill Contingency Planning (April 2007, that describes the set of
procedures to be implemented to minimize the effects of a spill.
Sump - a man-made pit or natural depression in the earth's surface used for the purpose of depositing
Waste that does not contain Toxic Material, such as non-toxic Drilling Waste or Sewage, therein.
Toxic Material - any substance that enters or may enter the environment in a quantity or concentration
or under conditions such that it:
a) Has or may have an immediate or long-term harmful effect on the environment or its biological
diversity;
b) Constitutes or may constitute a danger to the environment on which life depends; or
c) Constitutes or may constitute a danger in Canada to human life or health.
Waste - any garbage, debris, chemical, or Toxic Material to be used, stored, disposed of, or handled on
land, and also as defined in section 51 of the Act.
Waste Management Plan - a document, developed in accordance with the Board’s Guidelines for
Developing a Waste Management Plan, that describes the methods of Waste management from
Waste generation to final disposal.
Watercourse - a natural body of flowing or standing water or an area occupied by water during part of
the year, and includes streams, springs, swamps and gulches but does not include groundwater.
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Part C: Conditions Applying to All Activities (headings correspond to subsection 26(1) of the Mackenzie
Valley Land Use Regulations)
26(1)(a) Location and Area
1.

The Permittee shall not conduct any part of the land-use operation
within 300 metres of any privately owned or leased land or structure,
unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Board.

PRIVATE
PROPERTY

2.

The Permittee shall use an existing campsite, as described in the
complete application.

EXISTING CAMP

3.

Prior to the commencement of drilling, the Permittee shall submit the
drill target locations on a 1:50,000-scale map with coordinates and map
datum to the Board and an Inspector.

DRILL LOCATIONS

4.

When the Permittee is drilling within one hundred (100) metres of the
Ordinary High Water Mark of a Watercourse, they must employ a
recirculating drill and ensure that cuttings do not enter any watercourse.

LOCATION OF
DRILLSITES

5.

The Permittee shall not construct parallel lines or roads, unless an
existing line or road cannot be used.

PARALLEL ROADS

6.

The Permittee shall not conduct this land-use operation on any lands not
designated in the complete application.

LOCATION OF
ACTIVITIES

26(1)(b) Time
7.

At least 48 hours prior to the commencement of the land-use operation,
the Permittee's Field Supervisor shall contact an Inspector at (867) 7679188.

CONTACT
INSPECTOR

8.

At least 48 hours prior to commencement of the land-use operation, the
Permittee shall provide the following information, in writing, to the
Board and an Inspector:

IDENTIFY AGENT

a)
b)
c)
9.

the name(s) of the person(s) in charge of the field operation;
alternates; and
all methods for contacting the above person(s).

At least ten days prior to the completion of the land-use operation, the
Permittee shall advise an Inspector of:
a)
b)

REPORTS BEFORE
REMOVAL

the plan for removal or storage of equipment and materials; and
when final cleanup and reclamation of the land used will be
completed.
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10.

The Permittee shall not conduct any activity associated with the landuse operation between September to January and the month of May.

SHUT DOWN
PERIOD

11.

The Board, for the purpose of this operation, designates April 15, as
spring break-up.

SPRING
BREAK-UP

26(1)(c) Type and Size of Equipment
12.

The Permittee shall not use any equipment except of a similar type, size,
and number to that listed in the complete application.

ONLY APPROVED
EQUIPMENT

26(1)(d) Methods and Techniques
13.

Prior to the movement of any vehicle that exerts pressure on the ground
in excess of 35 kPa, the Permittee shall scout proposed lines and routes
to select the best location for crossing streams and avoiding terrain
obstacles.

DETOURS AND
CROSSINGS

14.

Immediately upon completion of operations at each Borehole, the
Permittee shall remove or cut off and seal each drill casing at ground
level.

MINERAL
EXPLORATION
DRILL CASINGS

15.

The Permittee shall construct and maintain the overland portion of
winter roads with a minimum of 10 cm of packed snow and/or ice at all
times during this land-use operation.

WINTER ROADS

16.

The Permittee shall not erect camps or store material, other than that
required for immediate use, on the ice surface of a Watercourse.

STORAGE ON ICE

26(1)(e) Type, Location, Capacity, and Operation of All Facilities
17.

The Permittee shall ensure that the land use area is kept clean at all
times.

CLEAN WORK
AREA

18.

The Permittee shall not locate any Sump within 100 metres of the
Ordinary High Water Mark of any Watercourse, unless otherwise
authorized in writing by an Inspector.

SUMPS FROM
WATER

26(1)(f) Control or Prevention of Ponding of Water, Flooding, Erosion,
Slides, and Subsidence of Land
19.

The land-use operation shall not cause obstruction to any natural
drainage.

NATURAL
DRAINAGE

20.

The Permittee shall minimize erosion by installing erosion control
structures as the land-use operation progresses.

PROGRESSIVE
EROSION
CONTROL
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21.

The Permittee shall, where flowing water from a Borehole is
encountered:
a)
b)

FLOWING
ARTESIAN WEL

plug the Borehole in such a manner as to permanently prevent any
further outflow of water; and
immediately report the occurrence to the Board and an Inspector.

22.

The Permittee shall not conduct off-road vehicle travel in areas without
snow-covered surfaces.

OFF-ROAD
VEHICLE TRAVEL

23.

The Permittee shall prepare the site in such a manner as to prevent
rutting of the ground surface.

PREVENTION OF
RUTTING

24.

The Permittee shall suspend overland travel of equipment or vehicles at
the first sign of rutting.

SUSPEND
OVERLAND
TRAVEL

25.

The Permittee shall not move any equipment or vehicles unless the
ground surface is in a state capable of fully supporting the equipment or
vehicles without rutting or gouging.

VEHICLE
MOVEMENT
FREEZE-UP

26.

The Permittee shall not use any material other than clean water and
snow in the construction of ice bridges.

ICE BRIDGE
MATERIALS

27.

The Permittee shall not allow any ice bridge to hinder the flow of water.

ICE BRIDGE

28.

The Permittee shall not use any materials other than clean snow and
water in the construction of snow fills.

SNOWFILL
MATERIALS

29.

Prior to spring break-up or completion of the land-use operation, the
Permittee shall clean up and either remove or v-notch all snowfills from
stream crossings, unless otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.

REMOVE OR VNOTCH
SNOWFILLS

30.

Prior to spring break-up or completion of the land-use operation, the
Permittee shall clean up and v-notch all ice bridges, unless otherwise
authorized in writing by an Inspector.

V-NOTCH ICE
BRIDGES

31.

The Permittee shall slope the sides of Waste material piles, excavations,
and embankments — except in solid rock — to a minimum ratio of 2:1
vertical, unless otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.

EXCAVATION AND
EMBANKMENTS

32.

The Permittee shall slope the sides of waste material piles to a gradient
specified in writing by an Inspector.

WASTE MATERIAL
PILES

33.

The Permittee shall not remove vegetation or operate heavy equipment
within 100 metres of the Ordinary High Water Mark of any Watercourse.

WATERCOURSE
BUFFER
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Commented [RJ1]: This condition is in W2011C0005. Board
staff believe that ‘Natural Drainage’ and ‘ice bridge material’ both
included above are sufficient and this non-standard condition is no
longer required

Commented [RJ2]: This condition is in W2011C0005. Board
staff believe that ‘Excavation and Embankments’ included above is
sufficient and this non-standard condition is no longer required

26(1)(g) Use, Storage, Handling, and Ultimate Disposal of Any Chemical
or Toxic Material
34.

At least seven days prior to the use of any chemicals that were not
identified in the complete application, the MSDS sheets must be
provided to the Board and an Inspector.

CHEMICALS

35.

When drilling within 100 metres of the Ordinary High Water Mark of any
Watercourse, and when drilling on ice, the Permittee shall contain all
drill water and Drilling Waste in a closed circuit system for reuse, off-site
disposal, or deposit into a land-based Sump or natural depression.

DRILLING NEAR
WATER OR ON ICE

36.

The Permittee may deposit Drilling Waste that does not contain Toxic
Material in a Sump or natural depression. Any Sumps or natural
depressions used to deposit Drilling Waste must be located at least 100
metres from the Ordinary High Water Mark of any Watercourse, unless
otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.

DRILLING WASTE

37.

The Permittee shall remove all Drilling Waste containing Toxic Material
to an approved disposal facility.

DRILLING WASTE
DISPOSAL

38.

The Permittee shall not allow any Drilling Waste to spread to the
surrounding lands or Watercourses.

DRILLING WASTE
CONTAINMENT

39.

Prior to the expiry date of this Permit or the end of the land-use
operation whichever comes first, the Permittee shall backfill and restore
all Sumps, unless otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.

BACKFILL SUMPS

40.

The Permittee shall maintain a record of all spills. For all reportable spills,
in accordance with the GNWT Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Regulations, the Permittee shall:

REPORT SPILLS

a)
b)
c)

immediately report each spill to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867)
920-8130;
report each spill to an Inspector within 24 hours; and
submit, to the Board and an Inspector, a detailed report on each
spill within 30 days.

41.

The Permittee shall dispose of all Toxic Material as described in the
approved Waste Management Plan.

WASTE CHEMICAL
DISPOSAL

42.

The Permittee shall dispose of all combustible Waste petroleum
products by removal to an approved disposal facility.

WASTE
PETROLEUM
DISPOSAL

26(1)(h) Wildlife and Fish Habitat
43.

The Permittee shall take all reasonable measures to prevent damage to
wildlife and fish Habitat during this land-use operation.
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26(1)(i) Storage, Handling, and Disposal of Refuse or Sewage
44.

The Permittee shall adhere to the Waste Management Plan, once
approved, and shall annually review the plan and make any necessary
revisions to reflect changes in operations, technology, chemicals, or
fuels, or as directed by the Board. Revisions to the plan shall be
submitted to the Board for approval.

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

45.

The Permittee shall keep all garbage and debris in a secure container
until disposal.

GARBAGE
CONTAINER

46.

The Permittee shall dispose of all garbage, Waste, and debris as
described in the approved Waste Management Plan, unless otherwise
authorized in writing by an Inspector.

REMOVE
GARBAGE

47.

The Permittee shall remove all scrap metal, discarded machinery, parts,
barrels and kegs, buildings and building material as specified in the
Waste Management Plan submitted with the accepted application.

REMOVE WASTE
MATERIAL

48.

The Permittee shall dispose of all Sewage and Greywater as described in SEWAGE DISPOSAL
– PLAN
the approved Waste Management Plan.
26(1)(j) Protection of Historical, Archaeological, and Burial Sites

49.

The Permittee shall not operate any vehicle or equipment within 150
metres of a known or suspected historical or archaeological site or burial
ground.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
BUFFER

50.

The Permittee shall not knowingly remove, disturb, or displace any
archaeological specimen or site.

SITE DISTURBANCE

51.

The Permittee shall, where a suspected archaeological or historical site,
or burial ground is discovered:

SITE DISCOVERY
AND
NOTIFICATION

a)
b)

immediately suspend operations on the site; and
notify the Board at (867) 713-2500 or an Inspector at (867) 7679188, and the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre at 7679347 ext. 71250 or ext. 71251.

52.

At least 30 days prior to any new land disturbance, including new drill
sites, the Permittee shall conduct an Archaeological Overview to identify
areas of high and low potential for archaeological and burial sites and
shall submit a summary report to the Board and the Prince of Wales
Northern Heritage Centre.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
OVERVIEW

53.

Prior to disturbance in areas of high potential for archaeological or burial
sites identified in the Archaeological Overview, the Permittee shall
conduct an Archaeological Impact Assessment of the sites where

AIA – HIGH
POTENTIAL
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Commented [RJ3]: This condition is in W2011C0005. Board
staff believe that ‘Remove Garbage’ and ‘Waste Management’
included above are sufficient and that this non-standard condition
is no longer required.

disturbance is planned and shall submit a summary report to the Board
and the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre.
54.

Prior to any new land disturbance, the Permittee shall conduct an
Archaeological Impact Assessment of the sites where disturbance is
planned and shall submit a summary report to the Board and the Prince
of Wales Northern Heritage Centre.

AIA

26(1)(k) Objects and Places of Recreational, Scenic, and Ecological
Value
Intentionally left Blank
26(1)(l) Security Deposit
55.

Prior to the commencement of the land-use operation, the Permittee
shall deposit with the Minister a security deposit in the amount of
$_________.

SECURITY DEPOSIT

56.

All costs to remediate the area under this Permit are the responsibility
of the Permittee.

RESPONSIBILITY
FOR
REMEDIATION
COSTS

26(1)(m) Fuel Storage
57.

The Permittee shall:
a)
b)

CHECK FOR LEAKS

examine all Fuel Storage Containers and Tank for leaks a minimum
once per week; and
repair all leaks immediately.

58.

The Permittee shall not place any Fuel Storage Containers or Tanks
within 100 metres of the Ordinary High Water Mark of any Watercourse,
unless otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.

FUEL NEAR WATER

59.

The Permittee shall ensure that all fuel caches have adequate Secondary
Containment.

FUEL CACHE
SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT

60.

The Permittee shall set up all refueling points with Secondary
Containment.

SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT –
REFUELING

61.

The Permittee shall only use stands approved by an Inspector for
supporting Fuel Storage Containers that are in use.

FUEL CONTAINER
STANDS

62.

The Permittee shall not allow petroleum products to spread to
surrounding lands or Watercourses.

FUEL
CONTAINMENT
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63.

The Permittee shall locate mobile fuel facilities on land when the
facilities are stationary for more than 12 hours.

FUEL ON LAND

64.

The Permittee shall mark all Fuel Storage Containers and Tanks with the
Permittee's name.

MARK
CONTAINERS AND
TANKS

65.

The Permittee shall mark all stationary fuel caches and fuel storage
facilities with flags, posts, or similar devices so that they are at all times
plainly visible to local vehicle travel.

MARK FUEL
LOCATION

66.

The Permittee shall have a maximum of 6150 litres of diesel, 3075 litres
of aviation fuel, and 410 litres of fuel stored on the land use site at any
time, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Board.

MAXIMUM FUEL
ON SITE

67.

Within ten days of the establishment of any fuel cache, the Permittee
shall report the location and quantity of the cache in writing to the Board
and an Inspector.

REPORT FUEL
LOCATION

68.

The Permittee shall seal all outlets of Fuel Storage Containers and store
the containers on their sides with the outlets located at 3 and 9 o'clock,
except for containers currently in use.

SEAL OUTLET

69.

The Permittee shall adhere to the Spill Contingency Plan, once
approved, and shall annually review the plan and make any necessary
revisions to reflect changes in operations, technology, chemicals, or
fuels, or as directed by the Board. Revisions to the plan shall be
submitted to the Board for approval.

SPILL
CONTINGENCY
PLAN

70.

Prior to commencement of the land-use operation the Permittee shall
ensure that spill-response equipment is in place to respond to any
potential spills.

SPILL RESPONSE

71.

All equipment that may be parked for two hours or more, shall have a
haz-mat/drip tray under it or be sufficiently diapered. Leaky equipment
shall be repaired immediately.

DRIP TRAYS

72.

The Permittee shall clean up all leaks, spills, and contaminated material.

CLEAN UP SPILLS

26(1)(n) Methods and Techniques for Debris and Brush Disposal
Intentionally left Blank
26(1)(o) Restoration of the Lands
73.

Prior to the expiry date of this Permit, the Permittee shall complete all
cleanup and restoration of the lands used.
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26(1)(p) Display of Permits and Permit Numbers
74.

The Permittee shall display a copy of this Permit in each campsite
established to carry out this land-use operation.

DISPLAY PERMIT

26(1)(q) Biological and Physical Protection of the Land
75.

If any plan is not approved by the Board, the Permittee shall revise the
plan according to the Board’s direction and re-submit it to the Board for
approval.

RESUBMIT PLAN

76.

The Permittee shall adhere to the Engagement Plan, once approved, and
shall annually review the plan and make any necessary revisions to
reflect changes in operations or as directed by the Board. Revisions to
the plan shall be submitted to the Board for approval.

ENGAGEMENT
PLAN

77.

All revised plans submitted to the Board shall include a brief summary of
the changes made to the plan.

SUMMARY OF
CHANGES

78.

The Permittee shall not commence any drilling or move any equipment
within five hundred (500) metres of one or more caribou.

CARIBOU
DISTURBANCE
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January 25, 2019
Roberta Judas
Regulatory Technician
Wek’èezhìı Land and Water Board
#1-4905 48th Street
Yellowknife, NT, X1A 3S3

Re: Renewal Application for a Type A Land Use Permit for Exploration Work and Camp
on Peregrine Diamonds Ltd.’s DO-27 Site
Dear Ms. Judas;
The following comments are submitted to the Wek’èezhìı Land and Water Board (WLWB) on
behalf of the Wek’èezhìı Renewable Resources Board (WRRB) to be considered during the
review phase of Peregrine Diamond Ltd.’s (Peregrine) Exploration Land Use Permit Application,
WLWB file number W2018C0008. The WRRB has a mandate for wildlife, plant and forest
management in Wek’èezhìı and adheres to the principles and practices of conservation in
fulfilling its duties.
The Board understands that the Peregrine planned mineral exploration work includes diamond
drilling, RC drilling, winter road construction and maintenance, and fuel storage for a period of
five years. To elaborate, the following principal components are proposed in Peregrine’s Land
Use Permit Application:
•
•
•

Operation of a previously constructed camp for up to 40 persons, operated seasonally;
25 Km winter road construction; and,
Establishment of an ice landing strip for fixed wing access.

The WRRB lists the following concerns:
Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
Section 7 of the Land Use Permit Application form is intended to be a summary of potential
environmental and resource impacts from the project and a list of measures which mitigate
those impacts. Peregrine lists potential wildlife and wildlife habitat impacts and mitigations
(under subsection G). Peregrine does not list potential impacts from drilling or the operation and
construction of a winter road and ice landing strip to migratory barren-ground caribou, which are
listed as threatened under the Species at Risk Act (NWT) and have been assessed as
threatened under the Federal Species at Risk Act. The WRRB recommends Peregrine list
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disturbances to caribou as a potential impact of the project and include at minimum that caribou
will have the right of way on winter roads and that drilling will not be commenced and equipment
shall not be moved when caribou are within 500m.
Draft Land use Permit
Draft Land Use Permit # W2018C0008 contains the non-standard condition 78 which states
“The Permittee shall not commence any drilling or move any equipment within five hundred
(500) metres of one or more caribou.” The WRRB supports this condition as it provides a
minimum level of protection to caribou near exploration activities.
Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan (WMMP)
The potential size of the project, including a 25 km winter road, indicates the project may require
a Tier 1 WMMP under the Draft GNWT Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan Guidelines
(Appendix 3: Contents to include for WMMP Tiers). A Tier 1 WMMP is the most basic proposed
tier of a WMMP and would be the most appropriate tier for the Land Use Permit based on
project scope. These Guidelines are currently in draft form; however, they are expected to soon
be implemented and become the standard format for wildlife plans in the NWT. The Board
would like to inform Peregrine that future Land Use Permit or Water License Applications for
similar work at the DO-27 site will likely require a WMMP.
Concluding remarks
The WRRB recommends that Peregrine list potential impacts to barren-ground caribou and any
mitigation measures that will be taken against these impacts.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, please feel free to contact our office.
Sincerely,

Jody Pellissey
Executive Director
cc.

Joseph Judas, Chair
Wek’èezhìı Renewable Resources Board
Violet Camsell-Blondin, Manager
Culture and Lands Protection, Tłı̨ chǫ Government

